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A popular term for describing our cities emerged in the 1980s: quulify oflile. Recent efforts
to measure quality of life have responded to the growing interest of citizens, business
leaders, and government officials, but these measurements have emphasized comparisons
among places. Although these measurements are of value for citizens and businesses who
are comparison-shopping prospective new locations, locally committed citizens and
organizations have different needs. Thus an alternative, community-oriented measurement process is required. The advice of local residents is essential for both selecting and
weighting components for measurement. This community orientation also places
emphasis upon the trends over time in different components of a community’s quality of
life. Closer attention to the local context of quality of life leads to a richer understanding of
the subject.

The decade of the 1980s has witnessed rising popular and professional
interest in the notion of the “quality of life” of cities. The recent
motivation for interest and the concept in use of “quality of life” are
different from earlier scientific studies of social well-being. In recent
usage, quality of life has come to mean “livability.” Although rarely
stated explicitly, the following definition is implicit: A community?
quality of life is constructed of the shared characteristics residents
experience in places (for example, air and water quality. traffic, or
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recreational opportunities), and the subjective evaluations residents
make of those conditions. Despite scholarly agreement that quality of
life is essentially a subjective experience (Campbell et al., 1976; Cutter,
1985; Wish, 1986a), recent research has concentrated on objective
measurement of community-level factors because subjective data are
not available for comparative research across large numbers of cities.
The strong interest in quality of life is rooted in the potency of its
various implications for local business and politics. Different, sometimes
competing, instrumental concerns underlie interest in community
livability: (1) citizen or business comparisons of the livability of
prospective new locations; (2) chamber of commerce and local government desires to attract new businesses; (3) local political debates over
desired futures for a community’s quality of life. Although they share an
interest in local livability, the three instrumental concerns are distinctly
different and reveal important implications for how quality of life
should be measured.
Recent studies have stressed comparisons among cities, using
standardized data for comparing certain commonalities. The best
known study, the Places Rated Almanac (Boyer and Savageau,
has garnered broad publicity for its ranking of Pittsburgh as the
number-one city in livability. Such livability comparisons are valuable
for citizens and businesses who are comparison shopping prospective
new locations. However, comparisons may not fully serve the interests
of citizens and leaders who already are committed to a single community
and who seek to improve its quality of life over time. Although
comparisons with other places can be informative, the crucial information need is for locally specific, longitudinal measurement of quality
of life.
This article proposes a new method for quality-of-life measurement
designed to address this need. The community-trend method is based on
two premises. First, quality of life exists as a localexperience, and most
people experience quality of life in a single community. Although travel
and migration among cities provide comparative experience, long spans
of citizens’ adult lives are spent in a single city. The second premise is
that people judge their community’s livability by the trends over time in
various aspects of the local quality of life.
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searcher does not need to choose among the alternative views; instead,
comprehensive measurement of quality of life requires only that
indicators be selected to cover a politically balanced range of issues. The
combination of objective indicators and subjective assessments provides
a rich measurement of a community’s quality of life.
In the first stage of the Austin project, indicators for measurement
were identified by reviewing the professional literature on quality of life
and by consulting with leaders from a range of different interest groups.6
Consulting with thesecompeting groups provided the necessary grounding in local political reality without subjugating the study to the views of
a single interest group. The study facilitated dialogue over quality of life
by giving clear recognition to each of the competing views.’ A total of
seventeen different factors were identified (listed below), some of which
could be readily quantified with objective data and all of which could be
addressed with opinion data.
With the indicators selected, the next phase of research was to collect
and process the objective data. The major problem is how to standardize
data that are expressed in so many different units. Standardization is
required if different factors are to be compared side by side, or possibly
combined into asummary index. The authors of Places Rated Almanac
solved this problem by expressing each factor in terms of points that are
awarded according to different formulae for each factor. Often these
point awards seem highly arbitrary. A major advantage of the alternative
community-trend method is that trends in each factor can be standardized to a common scale through their transformation to ratios
relative to their base-year value. The results of this trend analysis are
repotted in a following section.
The third stage of the community-trend analysis entailed a survey of
citizen opinions. In the Austin case, 3,040 questionnaires were mailed to
a random sample of registered voters.8 Using Dillman’s (1978) “total
design method,” a net return rate of 52% was obtained. This was
considered very successful in view of the questionnaire length (105
items) and the time of year (July/August).9 Two major goals were
achieved through the survey. First, knowing that the objective indicators
were imperfectly constructed, 10 and being uncertain that residents’
experience of quality was adequately represented, it was helpful to learn
residents’direct evaluations by asking citizens to estimate the direction
of change for Austin’s overall quality of life and for each individual
factor.11 A second goal was to learn the relative importance residents
ascribed to different factors. From the consultation of local leaders,
different views had been identified, but not assigned any order of
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priority. Direct input from the citizenry was required for a referendum
on quality of life.
The final stage of research was to write a series of reports for
community consumption.12 Quality of life has been a highly charged
political issue in Austin, as in many communities that pride their
livability. The university project was presented as an authoritative and
unbiased attempt at quantifying issues of urgent local significance. The
intent of sharing the results with the community was to provide a shared
model to guide discussions about the local quality of life.
EVIDENCE OF AUSTIN’S QUALITY OF LIFE

The Austin research produced a great deal of information, only parts
of which can be summarized here. Yet this illustrates a major deficiency
of most quality-of-life studies: The reader is overloaded with information. One explanation for combining data into a single summary
ranking is to make the data intelligible to the reader, but this may be an
overreduction of content. Thus a different strategy was adopted for
condensing information: As many data as the reader can absorb are
shown in a single page. Graphic displays facilitate this presentation,
allowing readers the opportunity to draw their own assessments from
the data.
Objective Trend Measurements
The initial broad set of factors was reduced to twelve major factors
that could be quantified. The emphasis upon trends imposes the
requirement that comparable data must be available for earlier years.
Old phone books and old newspapers were used creatively to obtain
such data. (For details about the methods used for measuring quality
trends, see Myers, 1984a.) Figure 1 shows the summary of indicator
trends that was developed in the first part of the Austin project. This
single-page summary was superior to either presenting an encyclopedia
of facts or combining the different indicators in one overall index. The
summary provides the viewer a profile of changes in Austin’s quality of
life.
The pattern of trends in Figure 1 reflects Austin’s change from small
town to a middle-sized city. (By 1985 the metropolitan area’s population
had reached over 650,000.) The trend data show small-town features
(such as low traffic, low housing costs, or pure water) deteriorating,
whereas at the same time big-city amenities (such as jobs, income,

